Recommended Reading

Fiction

General Fiction

813 At94d  Demon in My View. Atwater-Rhodes, Amelia  176p.
813 B621v  Violet & Claire. Block, Francesca Lia  169p.
813 C196  Breakfast at Tiffany’s. Capote, Truman  178p.
813 D912i  I Know What You Did Last Summer. Duncan, Lois  199p.
813 H597se  That Was Then, This Is Now. Hinton., S.E.  159p.
813 K58g  Gwendy’s Button Box. King, Stephen  171p.
813 L567w  When Dad Killed Mom. Lester, Julius  183p.
813 M29n  The Natural. Malamud, Bernard  228p.
813 M365s  Shopgirl. Martin, Steve  130p.
813 Or77p  Peeling the Onion. Orr, Wendy  166p.
813 Sp26n  Nights in Rodanthe. Sparks, Nicholas  212p.
813 St79sp  A Special Place: The Heart of a Dark Matter. Straub, Peter  136p.
813 W1566b  The Bridges of Madison County. Waller, Robert James  171p.
823 B63s  Skullcrack. Bo, Ben  161p.
823 Or9a 2005  Animal Farm. Orwell, George  113p.
839.313 Sch6w2  The Wild Numbers. Schogt, Phillibert  159p.
843 W63a 1990  The Accident. Wiesel, Elie  120p.
**Multiculturalism**

813 C497h  *The House on Mango Street*. Cisneros, Sandra  134p.
813 C497w  *Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories*. Cisneros, Sandra  165p.
813 H137d  *A Different Kind of Christmas*. Haley, Alex  101p.
813 Iw3b  *Beasts of No Nation: A Novel*. Iweala, Uzodinma  142p.
813 J631m  *Middle Passage*. Johnson, Charles Richard  209p.
813 K573m  *Mr. Potter*. Kincaid, Jamaica  195p.
813 M992o  *145th Street: Short Stories*. Myers, Walter Dean  151p.
813 Ot7w  *When the Emperor Was Divine*. Otsuka, Julie  143p.

**Mystery**

813 C462g  *Gory Alleluia*. Christian, Mary Blount  126p.
813 C462m  *Murder on the Menu*. Christian, Mary Blount  158p.
813 P945s  *Step to the Graveyard Easy*. Pronzini, Bill  165p.
813 St35m  *Murder at the Reunion*. Steiner, Barbara  94p.
813 St35mu  *Murder Takes a Fast Track*. Steiner, Barbara  158p.
813 St35p  *The Party Boat Murders*. Steiner, Barbara  126p.

**Science Fiction**

823 B91c  *A Clockwork Orange*. Burgess, Anthony  188p.